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SAFETY SUMMARY
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Operating and Safety Symbols

Symbols Used On Products And In Manuals

- **LINE**
  
  AC line voltage input receptacle.

- **⚠️**
  
  Instruction manual symbol affixed to product. Cautions the user to refer to respective instruction manual procedures to avoid possible damage to the product.

- **⚡**
  
  Indicates dangerous voltage—terminals connected to interior voltage exceeding 1000 volts.

- **_voltage**
  
  Protective conductor terminal. Indicates the field wiring terminal that must be connected to earth ground before operating equipment—protects against electrical shock in case of fault.

- **Clean ground (low-noise).** Indicates terminal that must be connected to earth ground before operating equipment—for single common connections and protection against electrical shock in case of fault.

- **Frame or chassis ground terminal**—normally connects to equipment frame and all metal parts.

- **⚠️**
  
  Affixed to product containing static sensitive devices—use anti-static handling procedures to prevent electrostatic discharge damage to components.

**NOTE**

Calls attention to a procedure, practice, or condition that requires special attention by the reader.

**CAUTION**

Calls attention to a procedure, practice, or condition that could possibly cause damage to equipment or permanent loss of data.

**WARNING**

Calls attention to a procedure, practice, or condition that could possibly cause bodily injury or death.
### WARNING, CAUTION, and NOTE Symbols

Some labels on the HP 3852A, HP 3853A, and plug-in accessories include an international warning symbol (triangle with subscripted number) which refers the reader to the manuals for further information. This table shows the warning symbols used for the HP 3852A/3853A and plug-in accessories. Refer to the manual set for specific information on WARNINGS, CAUTIONS, or NOTES referenced with a warning symbol.

#### HP 3852A WARNING, CAUTION, and NOTE Symbols

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Symbol</th>
<th>Meaning</th>
<th>Location</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>![1]</td>
<td>Shock hazard originating outside the instrument (field wiring)</td>
<td>Analog Extender Connector on Power Supply Modules, Terminal modules on plug-in accessories, Component module covers on plug-in accessories</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>![2]</td>
<td>Treat all channels as &quot;one circuit&quot; for safety purposes.</td>
<td>Inside terminal modules on plug-in accessories, Metal cover on component modules of plug-in accessories</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>![3]</td>
<td>Maximum number of certain plug-in accessories to be installed into an HP 3852A or HP 3853A.</td>
<td>HP 44701A, HP 44702A/B, HP 44727A/B/C plug-in accessories</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>![4]</td>
<td>If High-Speed FET multiplexers are used with the HP 44702A/B, ribbon cable may be connected.</td>
<td>HP 44711A, 44712A, 44713A (referenced on HP 44702A and HP 44702B)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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Manual Contents

This manual shows how to configure and program five HP 3852A high-speed FET multiplexer accessories:

- HP 44711A 24-Channel High-Speed FET Multiplexer
- HP 44711B 24-Channel High-Speed FET Multiplexer
- HP 44712A 48-Channel High-Speed Single-Ended FET Multiplexer
- HP 44713A 24-Channel High-Speed FET Multiplexer with Thermocouple Compensation.
- HP 44713B 24-Channel High-Speed FET Multiplexer with Thermocouple Compensation.

The B version of both the HP 44711 and HP 44713 have been developed to provide reduced settling time for use with the HP 44704A High-Speed Voltmeter's high resolution modes. Configuring and programming are the same for A and B versions.

In this manual, each multiplexer is referred to by its product number (HP 44711A/B, HP 44712A, or HP 44713A/B). Refer to the HP 3852A Mainframe Configuration and Programming Manual for additional information on the accessories. The manual has five chapters:

- **Introduction** contains a manual overview, summarizes multiplexer descriptions, lists WARNINGS, CAUTIONS, and NOTES which apply to the multiplexers, and shows suggested steps to get started.

- **Configuring the HP 44711A/B** contains a block diagram description of the HP 44711A/B and shows how to configure and connect field wiring to the terminal module.

- **Configuring the HP 44712A** contains a block diagram description of the HP 44712A and shows how to connect field wiring to the terminal module.

- **Configuring the HP 44713A/B** contains a block diagram description of the HP 44713A/B and shows how to configure and connect field wiring to the terminal module.

- **Programming the Multiplexers** shows how to program the multiplexers for voltage, current, resistance, and temperature measurements.
Multiplexer Descriptions

The high-speed FET multiplexers switch (multiplex) signals from up to 24 two-wire inputs (HP 44711A/B and HP 44713A/B) or up to 48 single-ended inputs (HP 44712A). Measurements are made by the HP 44701A Integrating Voltmeter, the HP 44702A/B or HP 44704A High-Speed Voltmeters, or by external voltmeters.

Modes of Operation

Each high-speed FET multiplexer has two modes of operation: backplane and ribbon cable. With backplane operation, the mainframe controls multiplexer operation. With ribbon cable operation (applicable to the HP 44702A/B and HP 44704A in Scanner Mode only), the HP 44702A/B or 44704A operates independently of the mainframe to control the multiplexers and make measurements.

HP 44711A/B 24-Channel High-Speed FET Multiplexer

The HP 44711A/B consists of a component module and a 24-channel terminal module. User field wiring connects to the terminal module and signals are sent to switches on the component module. Each channel on an HP 44711A/B can be independently configured so multiple functions can be measured on the same accessory.

As noted, the HP 44711A/B has two modes of operation: backplane and ribbon cable. With backplane operation, the multiplexer is controlled by the mainframe with measurements made by an HP 44701A Integrating Voltmeter, by an HP 44702A/B or 44704A High-Speed Voltmeter, or by an external voltmeter. Maximum switching rate for backplane operation is 5500 channels/second (with mainframe ROM revision 2.0 or greater).

With ribbon cable operation, the HP 44711A/B is connected to an HP High-Speed Voltmeter (HP 44702A/B or 44704A) by a dedicated interface bus (ribbon cable). In ribbon cable operation, the HP High-Speed voltmeter operates independently of the mainframe and maximum switching rate is 100,000 channels/second.

HP 44712A 48-Channel High-Speed Single-Ended FET Multiplexer

The HP 44712A uses the same component module as the HP 44711A but uses a 48-channel terminal module. Since only the HIGH terminal is switched, measurements with the HP 44712A are called single-ended measurements. Modes of operation and switching speeds for the HP 44712A are the same as for the HP 44711A.
HP 44713A/B 24-Channel High-Speed FET Multiplexer

The HP 44713A uses the same component module as the HP 44711A. The HP 44713B uses the same component module as the HP 44711B. The HP 44713A/B adds an isothermal block on the terminal module for thermocouple measurement compensation. A thermistor mounted on the isothermal block measures the reference temperature and the mainframe uses "software compensation” to normalize measured temperature to a 0°C reference. Modes of operation for the HP 44713A/B are the same as for the HP 44711A/B. The HP 44713B provides reduced settling time compatible with the HP 44704A High-Speed Voltmeter's high resolution modes.

Table 1-1 shows recommended measurements and primary applications for the HP 44711A/B, HP 44712A, and HP 44713A/B.

### Table 1-1. Primary Applications

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Multiplexer</th>
<th>Recommended Measurements</th>
<th>Primary Applications</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>HP 44711A/B</td>
<td>- AC/DC Voltage [1]</td>
<td>- Differential measurements</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>- AC/DC Current [1]</td>
<td>- Up to 24 inputs</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>- 4-Wire Ohms [2]</td>
<td>- Up to 100,000 channels/sec</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>- Thermistors [4]</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>- Up to 48 inputs</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>- Up to 100,000 channels/sec</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>- Max input 10.24V peak.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HP 44713A/B</td>
<td>- AC/DC Voltage [1]</td>
<td>- Thermocouple measurements</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>- AC/DC Current [1]</td>
<td>- Up to 24 inputs</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>- 2-Wire Ohms [5]</td>
<td>- Up to 100,000 channels/sec</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Notes:**

[1] = Requires installation of resistor on terminal module.

[2] = 2-wire ohms measurements are NOT recommended for the HP 44711A/B, 44712A, and 44713A/B due to high ON resistance (about 3.2 kΩ).

[3] = 4-wire ohms measurement method recommended. HP 3852A supports Type B (α = 0.00385 Ω/Ω/°C) and Type S (α = 0.00391 Ω/Ω/°C) RTDs.

[4] = 4-wire ohms measurement method recommended. HP 3852A supports Type 2252 (2252 Ω), SK (5000 Ω), and 10K (10,000 Ω) thermistors.

[5] = 2-wire ohms measurements intended for open thermocouple detection only.

[6] = HP 3852A conversion program applicable only to B, E, J, K, N14 (AWG 14), N28 (AWG 28), R, S, and T types. Other thermocouples can be measured with user-supplied temperature conversion programs.
Measurement Guidelines

Guidelines to make voltage, current, resistance, or temperature measurements with the HP 44711A/B, HP 44712A, or HP 44713A/B follow.

Voltage Measurements

The HP 44711A/B, HP 44712A, and HP 44713A/B can be used for AC or DC voltage measurements. However, the HP 44711A/B and HP 44713A/B have differential capability while the HP 44712A has only single-ended measurement capability.

For higher accuracy voltage measurements, use the HP 44711A/B or HP 44713A/B to measure up to 24 channels per multiplexer. For measurements which do not require highest accuracy, use the HP 44712A to measure up to 48 channels per multiplexer.

Current Measurements

The HP 44711A/B and HP 44713A/B use current sensing to make current measurements. When making a current sensing measurement, the voltage across a user-supplied shunt resistor is measured and the current is calculated (in the controller) using the measured voltage and the shunt resistance value.

NOTE

Current sensing measurements are not recommended when making temperature measurements on the same HP 44713A/B terminal module since the heat produced by the shunt resistor may affect the accuracy of the temperature measurements.

Resistance Measurements

The HP 44711A/B can be used for 2-wire ohms and 4-wire ohms measurements. The HP 44712A and HP 44713A/B can be used for 2-wire ohms measurements only.

- 2-Wire Ohms Measurements:

You CAN use 2-wire ohms to make up to 24 resistance measurements per HP 44711A/B or HP 44713A/B or up to 48 resistance measurements per HP 44712A. However, since each FET has up to 1.6 kΩ of ON resistance (3.2 kΩ total/channel), 2-wire ohms measurements are NOT recommended.
4-Wire Ohms Measurements:

Using 4-wire ohms measurements virtually eliminates the error caused by the field wiring resistances. The current through the unknown resistance is the same regardless of the wiring resistance, but the voltmeter measures only the voltage across the unknown resistance, not across the combined field wiring resistance and the unknown resistance.

The 4-wire ohms function is essential when highest accuracy is required. Since each 4-wire ohms measurement requires two channels, up to 12 resistance measurements can be made per HP 44711A/B accessory.

Temperature Measurements

The HP 44711A/B can be used to make 4-wire ohms temperature measurements of resistance temperature detectors (RTDs) and thermistors. The HP 44713A/B can be used to measure thermocouple temperatures. Although the HP 44712A and HP 44713A/B CAN be used for 2-wire ohms temperature measurements, this is not recommended due to high ON resistance of the FETs (about 3 kΩ) which causes errors in 2-wire ohms measurements.

RTD Measurements:

The resistance temperature detector (RTD) is a temperature sensitive resistor that is typically stable, accurate, and linear. The HP 3852A resistance-to-temperature conversions support Type B5 and Type 92 RTDs (temperature coefficients (α) of 0.00385 Ω/°C and 0.003916 Ω/°C, respectively, and resistance values of 100 Ω at 0°C).

Most RTDs have small resistance values (typically less than 300 Ω) which makes RTDs unusable with 2-wire ohms measurements. Thus, the most accurate RTD measurement method is the 4-wire ohms measurement function. Since each 4-wire ohms measurement requires two channels, a single HP 44711A/B can be used to make up to 12 RTD measurements.

Thermistor Measurements:

Thermistors are capable of detecting small changes in temperature and are used in applications where temperature extremes are not too high. Most thermistors have negative temperature coefficients so their resistance value decreases with increasing temperature.

The HP 3852A allows thermistors to be measured using 4-wire ohms. Since each 4-wire ohms measurement requires two channels, up to 12 thermistors can be measured per HP 44711A/B. The HP 3852A resistance-to-temperature conversions support Type 2252, 5K, and 10K thermistors (resistance values at 25°C of 2252 Ω, 5 kΩ, and 10 kΩ, respectively).
Thermocouple Measurements:

Thermocouples provide simple, durable, inexpensive, and relatively accurate temperature sensors for a wide variety of applications and environmental conditions. The thermocouple is a junction of two dissimilar metals which produces a voltage related to the junction temperature.

The HP 44713A/B is primarily used for thermocouple measurements. Up to 24 thermocouple measurements can be made per HP 44713A/B multiplexer. The HP 3852A temperature conversions support B, E, J, K, N14, N28, R, S, and T type thermocouples.

Since channels on the HP 44713A/B can be independently configured and software compensation is used, any mixture of thermocouple types can be measured. However, separate commands must be executed for each type of thermocouple.

The HP 3852A does not directly measure the temperature of thermocouples, but measures the voltages generated by the thermocouples. The measured voltage is a function of the actual temperature of the thermocouples.

The problem with this is that the voltage measured by the HP 3852A is different from the actual thermocouple voltage (due to junction voltages on the terminal module) unless some compensating technique is used. The HP 3852A uses a technique called software compensation. Refer to Table 1-2 for the steps used for software compensated thermocouple measurements.

### Table 1-2. Thermocouple Software Compensation Steps

1. Measure the resistance of the thermistor mounted on the isothermal connector block and compute the isothermal block reference temperature (T_ref).

2. Measure the voltage produced by the thermocouple system (V_i).

3. Convert the isothermal block reference temperature (T_ref) to a thermocouple reference voltage (V_ref). Since the thermocouple reference voltage depends upon the type of thermocouple being compensated, the value returned for V_ref will be different for each type of thermocouple.

4. Compute the absolute value of V_i (step 2) - V_ref (step 3). That is, \( V = |V_i - V_{ref}| \)

5. Convert V computed in step 4 to an equivalent temperature in °C.
Warnings, Cautions, and Notes

This section summarizes WARNINGS, CAUTIONS, and NOTES which apply to the HP 44711A/B, HP 44712A, and HP 44713A/B. You should review the WARNINGS and CAUTIONS before handling or configuring any multiplexer.

---

**WARNING**

**SHOCK HAZARD.** Only qualified, service-trained personnel who are aware of the hazards involved should install, remove, or configure any accessory. Before touching any installed accessory, turn off all power to the mainframe, extenders, and to all external devices connected to the mainframe, extenders, or accessories.

---

**WARNING**

**POSSIBLE OPERATOR INJURY.** For safety, consider all accessory channels to be at the highest potential applied to any channel. Under most conditions of failure, the relays on the relay multiplexers will remain in the position programmed before the failure.

However, for some equipment failures, the relays may not remain in their programmed state. If the relays settle in the closed state, the relay contacts may weld together and the highest voltage present on any one channel may be present on all channels. This condition may cause operator injury if the terminals are touched, or further equipment damage may result.

---
WARNING

MAXIMUM VOLTAGE LIMITATIONS. The HP 3852A and the HP 3853A internal analog buses interconnect the multiplexer and voltmeter accessories to form one circuit. To protect against possible personal injury due to equipment failure or programming error, limitations are placed on the potentials that can appear between any two points in the circuit (or between the circuit and chassis). These limitations are listed for the HP 3852A, HP 3853A, and all plug-in accessories. For any given set of accessories installed in the mainframe or extender, the maximum potential between any two points is determined by the accessory with the LOWEST peak voltage limitations, as follows. (If the analog extender cable in NOT connected between the mainframe and the extenders, each instrument is considered as a separate circuit.)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Instrument/Accessory</th>
<th>Peak Voltage</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>HP 3852A Mainframe</td>
<td>354 V</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HP 3853A</td>
<td>354 V</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HP 44701A Integrating Voltmeter</td>
<td>354 V</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HP 44702A/B or HP 44704A High-Speed Voltmeter</td>
<td>42 V</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HP 44705A/09A/17A/18A 20-Channel Relay Multiplexer</td>
<td>170 V</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HP 44705A/008H 20-Channel High-Voltage Relay Multiplexer</td>
<td>354 V</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HP 44706A 60-Channel Relay Multiplexer</td>
<td>42 V</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HP 44706A/10A/11A/12A/13A FET Multiplexer</td>
<td>42 V</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

NOTE

SHIELDED CABLE REQUIRED. For measurements with the HP 44702A/B or HP 44704A High-Speed Voltmeter, shielded twisted-pair cable is required for connections to the HP 44711A/B, 44712A, or 44713A/B terminal module. Shielded twisted-pair cable is highly recommended for measurements with the HP 44701A Integrating Voltmeter.

You can order the appropriate cable from your nearest Hewlett-Packard Sales and Support Office. Order HP part number 03498-61602 which is a 2 meter cable with crimped and heat-shrunk wires attached to the braided shield at both ends.

NOTE

HP-IB ADDRESS. The example programs in this manual use “709” as the HP-IB address for the HP 3852A. Specific slot and channel numbers are also used. Program syntax and data return formats apply to the HP Series 200/300 controllers. Modify slot and channel numbers and program syntax as required.
Getting Started

To use an HP 44711A/B, HP 44712A, or HP 44713A/B for your application, you will need to do three things:

- Define your application.
- Configure the multiplexer.
- Program the multiplexer.

Define Your Application

The first step is to define your application and select the multiplexer for the requirements of your application. When selecting devices to be connected, refer to the Specifications appendix in the HP 3852A Mainframe Configuration and Programming Manual to ensure that the voltage and current requirements of your application are within multiplexer specifications.

Configure the Multiplexer

The next step is to configure the multiplexer for your application. If you use the HP 44711A/B, refer to Chapter 2 - Configuring the HP 44711A/B for terminal module configuration and field wiring connections.

If you use the HP 44712A, refer to Chapter 3 - Configuring the HP 44712A to connect field wiring to the terminal module. If you use the HP 44713A/B, refer to Chapter 4 - Configuring the HP 44713A/B for terminal module configuration and field wiring connections.

Program the Multiplexer

When the multiplexer has been configured, the third step is to program the accessory for your application. Refer to Chapter 5 - Programming the Multiplexers to program the multiplexer for voltage, current, resistance, or temperature measurements, as applicable.
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This chapter shows how to configure the HP 44711A and HP 44711B multiplexers. The HP 44711B provides reduced settling time for use with the HP 44704A High-Speed Voltmeter's high resolution modes. Otherwise, the A and B versions of the HP 44711 are identical. The chapter contains a block diagram description of the HP 44711A/B, shows how to hardware configure the terminal module, and shows how to connect field wiring to the terminal module.

When you have configured the HP 44711A/B for your application, refer to Chapter 5 - Programming the Multiplexers to program the HP 44711A/B for voltage, current, resistance, or temperature measurements.

Block Diagram Description

The HP 44711A/B consists of a 24-channel terminal module and a component module as shown in Figure 2-1. Field wiring from your application sensors connects to the terminal module and the signals are sent to switches on the component module.

Component Module

The component module consists of 28 switches divided into two categories: bank switches and tree switches. Each switch consists of two Field Effect Transistors (FETs), one each for HIGH and LOW lines. There are 24 bank switches divided into two groups of 12 channels each: Bank A (channels 0 through 11) and Bank B (channels 12 through 23).

NOTE

Only one channel per bank can be closed at a time. Closing a second channel in a bank will open any previously closed channel in that bank.
Figure 2-1. HP 44711A/B Block Diagram

2-2 Configuring the HP 44711A/B
The component module contains two types of tree switches: Source Bus and Sense Bus. Each bank has a Source Bus tree switch and a Sense Bus tree switch. The tree switches determine signal flow to and from the mainframe backplane or to an HP 44702A/B or HP 44704A High-Speed Voltmeter interface bus. Tree switches also isolate unused bank switches from the backplane and from the high speed interface bus.

Sense Bus tree switches provide connections to the backplane or to the HP High-Speed Voltmeter interface bus for voltage measurements. Source Bus tree switches provide backplane connections to the HP 44701A or HP High-Speed Voltmeters (HP 44702A/B or HP 44704A) current sources (+I and −I) for resistance measurements. Source Bus tree switches also provide connections to the HP High-Speed Voltmeter current sources (+I and −I) via the high speed voltmeter interface bus for resistance measurements.

The component module has two isolation relays which allow the HP 44711A/B to be isolated from the mainframe backplane. Isolation relays can be used to reduce leakage currents on the backplane or when using the backplane at voltages greater than the ±10.24 V peak limitation of the HP 44711A/B.

Isolation relays are automatically opened when voltages greater than ±12 volts peak are detected on the backplane or when the HP 44711A/B is used with an HP High-Speed Voltmeter in ribbon cable mode.

**Terminal Module**

The terminal module has 24 channels of terminal connectors to connect field wiring and a BANK A COMMON and BANK B COMMON connection. The BANK A COMMON and BANK B COMMON terminals can be used to connect an external voltmeter or for diagnostic procedures.

As factory configured, there is a 10 kΩ current limiting resistor in series with each input channel SHIELD terminal and with the BANK A and BANK B COMMON SHIELD terminals.

**Channel Definitions**

Table 2-1 defines channel numbers for the HP 44711A/B. When using high-level commands (such as CONFMEAS or MEAS), the appropriate tree switches and bank switches are automatically closed along with the measurement channel by the command. However, when using low-level commands such as CLOSE, the appropriate bank and tree switch channels (as defined in Table 2-1) must be specified as well as the measurement channel.
For example, to make voltage measurements on channel 0 using CLOSE, you will need to close the Sense Bus tree switch (channel 92), the isolation relay (channel 90), and the measurement channel (channel 0).

To make 2-wire ohms measurements with CLOSE, the easiest way is to close channel 93 (2-wire ohms), the isolation relay (channel 90), and the measurement channel. Or, to make 4-wire ohms measurements, close channel 94 (4-wire ohms), the isolation relay (channel 90), and the measurement channel.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Channel</th>
<th>Definitions</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>0 - 11</td>
<td>Bank A Switches</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12 - 23</td>
<td>Bank B Switches</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>90</td>
<td>Isolation Relays</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>91</td>
<td>Source Bus Tree Switch (Bank A or Bank B)*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>92</td>
<td>Sense Bus Tree Switch (Bank A or Bank B)*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>93</td>
<td>2-Wire Ohms Configuration</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>94</td>
<td>4-Wire Ohms Configuration</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Notes:

* = The Source or Sense Bus is connected to Bank A if a channel from 0 through 11 is selected. The Source or Sense Bus is connected to Bank B if a channel from 12 through 23 is selected.

**Table 2-1. HP 44711A/B Channel Definitions**

**Terminal Module Configuration**

This section shows how to install attenuators and low-pass filters on the HP 44711A/B terminal module for input signal conditioning and shows how to install resistors on the terminal module for current sensing applications. Figure 2-2 shows typical configurations for attenuators, low-pass filters, and current sensing.

**Installing Attenuators**

As required, you can install attenuators in each channel to reduce input signals to a usable level. Figure 2-2 shows how to install an attenuator on channel 20 of the terminal module. To install the attenuator, remove the SERIES JM40 and SERIES JM41 jumpers and install resistors R1 and R3 in their places. Then, install resistor R2 in the SHUNT UC20 position. To maintain the best common mode noise rejection, use R1 = R3. Attenuation is:

\[ V_{out} = V_{in} \left( \frac{R2}{R1 + R2 + R3} \right) \]
Installing Low-Pass Filters

As required, you can also install low-pass filters for input signal conditioning on each channel. Figure 2-2 shows how to install a low-pass filter on channel 11 of the terminal module. To install the low-pass filter, remove the SERIES JM22 and SERIES JM23 jumpers and install resistors R1 and R2 in their places. Then, install capacitor C in the SHUNT UC11 position. To maintain best common mode noise rejection, use R1 = R2. The filter time constant is:

\[
T_f = C(R1 + R2)
\]

Figure 2-2. HP 44711A/B Terminal Module Configuration
Current Sensing

The HP 44711A/B uses current sensing to make current measurements. When making a current sensing measurement, the voltage across a shunt resistor is measured and the current is calculated by the controller using the measured voltage and the shunt resistance value.

Figure 2-2 shows how to configure channel 0 for current sensing measurements. In Figure 2-2, a 250 Ω shunt resistor (R0) is installed in the shunt position (SHUNT UC0) for channel 0 on the terminal module. Note that the SERIES JM jumper (JM0 in this example) MUST be in place on each channel used for current measurements.

Field Wiring Connections

When the terminal module is configured, the next step is to connect field wiring from your application to the terminal module. This section shows example field wiring connections to the HP 44711A/B terminal module for voltage, resistance, or temperature measurements.

Terminal Module Connections

Figure 2-3 shows the HP 44711A/B terminal module with the cover removed. Each of the 24 channels has a HIGH, LOW, and SHIELD terminal. Terminals 0 through 11 in Bank A are for channels 0 through 11 respectively. Terminals 12 through 23 in Bank B are for channels 12 through 23 respectively.

When connecting field wiring to the terminal module, route the wires under the strain relief clamp and tighten the clamp screw to reduce the chance of wires being pulled out of the terminal connectors. If the clamp screw is loosened far enough, the strain relief clamp can be rotated to make it easier to route the wiring.

When connecting components such as resistors, the lead length may be too short to route through the strain relief clamp. In this case, the components will have to be stored inside the terminal module. When connecting these components, make sure that no leads are shorted together and bend the leads to allow the terminal module cover to be replaced.

Voltage Measurements Connections

The HP 44711A/B can switch signals for up to 24 differential DC or AC voltage measurements. HIGH and LOW are switched on each selected channel. A SHIELD line is provided on each channel for maximum common mode noise rejection but is not switched.
Figure 2-3. HP 44711A/B Terminal Module

Figure 2-4 shows typical voltage measurement connections to channel 0 on the terminal module. Note that shielded cable is required for measurements with the HP 44702A/B and HP 44704A voltmeter and is highly recommended for measurements with the HP 44701A voltmeter. For the HP 44702A/B voltmeter, connect an external resistor (R) between V0 LO and the shield, as shown in Figure 2-4.

Resistance Measurements Connections

Because of the high ON resistance (about 3.2 kΩ per channel), only 4-wire ohms are recommended for HP 44711A/B resistance measurements. Figure 2-5 shows typical 4-wire ohms connections of a resistance (R0) connected to channels 0 and 12 using shielded, twisted-pair cable. Channel 0 is the voltage Sense channel and channel 12 is the current Source channel for the measurement.
Notes:

[1] = Shielded cable is required for HP 44702A/B and HP 44704A measurements and is highly recommended for HP 44701A measurements.

[2] = For HP 44701A measurements, make a direct connection from the shield to VO LO.

[3] = If shield cable is not used (HP 44701A measurements only), connect separate lead from channel 0 SHIELD to VO LO.

Figure 2-4. HP 44711A/B Voltage Connections
Each 4-wire ohms measurement requires two channels, one from Bank A and one from Bank B. When connecting a resistor to the terminal module for 4-wire ohms measurements, use two channels separated by 12 (such as channels 0 and 12, channels 1 and 13, etc.).

In Figure 2-5, one end of the Sense cable (channel 0) shield lead connects to the channel 0 SHIELD and the other end connects to R0 LO. However, although one end of the Source cable (channel 12) shield lead connects to channel 12 SHIELD, the other end of the shield lead does not connect to R0 LO. Do NOT connect the Source cable shield lead to R0 LO, as this will reduce the effective compliance voltage.

If you do not use shielded cable, connect channel 0 HIGH and LOW and channel 12 HIGH and LOW terminals to the resistor and connect a separate lead from the Sense channel (channel 0) SHIELD terminal to R0 LO. However, measurement accuracy with unshielded leads will not be as high as with shielded cable, since unshielded leads do not provide noise immunity.

**Temperature Measurements Connections**

This subsection shows how to connect RTDs and thermistors to the HP 44711A/B terminal module for temperature measurements using 4-wire ohms. Each 4-wire RTD or thermistor measurement requires two channels, one from Bank A and one from Bank B. When connecting an RTD or thermistor to the terminal module for a 4-wire measurement, use two channels that are separated by 12 (such as channels 0 and 12, channels 1 and 13, etc.). See Figure 2-5 in “Resistance Measurements Connections” for a typical connection diagram.

**Installation and Checkout**

This section shows how to check identity, verify field wiring connections, and read channel states of an HP 44711A/B.

---

**NOTE**

For ribbon cable operation, the cable must be connected between the HP 44711A/B and the HP 44702A/B or HP 44704A voltmeter. For backplane operation, the ribbon cable must NOT be connected. Refer to the HP 3852A Mainframe Configuration and Programming Manual to connect or disconnect the ribbon cable.
Notes:
[1] = Shielded cable is required for HP 44702A/B and HP 44704A measurements and is highly recommended for HP 44701A measurements.

[2] = Do NOT connect the Source channel shield to RO LO as this will reduce effective compliance voltage.

[3] = For HP 44701A measurements, make a direct connection from the shield to RO LO.

[4] = If shielded cable is not used (HP 44701 measurements only), connect a separate lead from channel 0 SHIELD to RO LO.

[5] = RO can be a resistor, an RTD, or a thermistor. The HP 3852A supports Type 85 and 92 RTDs and Type 2252, 5K, and 10K thermistors.

Figure 2-5. HP 44711A/B 4-Wire Ohms Connections
Check HP 44711A/B ID

When you have connected field wiring to the terminal module, replace the terminal module cover and install the HP 44711A/B in the desired mainframe or extender slot. Refer to the HP 3852A Mainframe Configuration and Programming Manual to connect the terminal module to the component module and to install the HP 44711A/B.

Then, use ID? to check the HP 44711A/B ID. At power-on, an HP 44711A/B returns 44711. An HP 44711A/B component module only (no terminal module attached) returns 447XXX. (If the terminal module is removed after power-on, the accessory still returns 44711.)

If the multiplexer does not return 44711 be sure you have addressed the correct slot and the terminal module is installed. If these are correct but the correct ID code is not returned, refer to the HP 3852A Assembly Level Service Manual for service procedures.

Example: Checking Accessory ID

This program queries the identity of an accessory in slot 5 of the mainframe. An HP 44711A in this slot returns 44711A.

```plaintext
10 OUTPUT 709;"ID? 500"
20 ENTER 709;A$
30 PRINT A$
40 END
```

Verify Wiring Connections

To verify that field wiring has been properly connected to the terminal module, you can send MONMEAS (Monitor/Measure) from the mainframe front panel or from a controller. MONMEAS can be used to check DC voltage or resistance connections.

Example: Checking Wiring Connections

This program uses MONMEAS to verify wiring connections to channels 500 through 523 of an HP 44711A. CONF configures the voltmeter in slot 6 for DC voltage measurements.

The 24 channels are scanned and measured one at a time starting with channel 500. Press the SADV KEY key on the mainframe front panel to advance the scan to the next channel. When the scan is advanced past the last channel (channel 523), the scan stops and the last measurement remains on the display.

```plaintext
10 OUTPUT 709;"USE 600"
20 OUTPUT 709;"CONF DCV"
30 OUTPUT 709;"MONMEAS DCV.500-523"
40 END
```

Configuring the HP 44711A/B 2-11
CLOSE? can be used to determine the state of HP 44711A/B channels. This command returns 0, 1, 2, 3, or 4 as shown in Table 2-2 for each channel queried. (CLOSE? returns only 0 (open) or 1 (closed) for the state of the isolation relays and the tree switches.)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Value Returned*</th>
<th>Channel State</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>0</td>
<td>Channel Open</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>Channel Closed - not connected to a bus</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>Channel Closed - connected to Sense Bus</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>Channel Closed - connected to Source Bus</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>Channel Closed - connected to both buses</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Note:
* = Only 0 (open) or 1 (closed) is returned for isolation relays (channel 90) and tree switches (channel 91 or 92).

Example: Reading Channel State

This program uses CLOSE? to check the state of channels 500 through 504 on an HP 44711A. RST (reset) resets the multiplexer to its power-on state with all channels open. CLOSE closes channel 503, the isolation relay (channel 590), and the Sense Bus tree switch (channel 592). OPEN opens the channel, the isolation relay, and the tree switch.

10 OUTPUT 709;"RST 500"
20 INTEGER State(0:4)
30 OUTPUT 709;"CLOSE 503,590,592"
40 OUTPUT 709;"CLOSE? 500-504"
50 ENTER 709;State(*)
60 PRINT State(*)
70 OUTPUT 709;"OPEN 503,590,592"
80 END

Since channel 503 was the only channel closed and was connected to the Sense Bus tree switch, a typical return is:

0 0 0 2 0
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This chapter shows how to configure the HP 44712A multiplexer. It contains a block diagram description of the HP 44712A and shows how to connect field wiring to the terminal module.

When you have configured the HP 44712A, refer to Chapter 5 - Programming the Multiplexers to program the HP 44712A for voltage measurements.

Block Diagram Description

The HP 44712A consists of a 48-channel terminal module and a component module as shown in Figure 3-1. Field wiring from your application sensors connects to the terminal module and the signals are sent to switches on the component module.

Component Module

The component module consists of two types of switches: bank switches and tree switches. There are 48 bank switches divided into two groups of 24 channels each: Bank A and Bank B. The HP 44712A switches the HIGH line only. LOW is common to all channels and to chassis but is not switched.

NOTE

*Only one channel per bank can be closed at a time. Closing a second channel in a bank will open any previously closed channel in that bank.*
Figure 3-1. HP 44712A Block Diagram
The component module has two types of tree switches: two Source Bus and two Sense Bus. Tree switches control signal flow to and from the mainframe backplane and isolate the bank switches from the backplane when they are not in use.

Sense Bus tree switches provide connections to the mainframe backplane and to the HP High-Speed Voltmeter interface (ribbon cable) for voltage measurements. Source Bus tree switches provide backplane connections to the HP 44701A or HP High-Speed voltmeter (HP 44702A/B or HP 44704A) current sources (+I and −I) for 2-wire ohms measurements. Source Bus tree switches also provide ribbon cable interface connections (I+ and I−) for 2-wire ohms measurements.

The component module includes isolation relays which allow the HP 44712A to be isolated from the backplane. Isolation relays can be used to reduce the leakage current on the backplane or to use the backplane at voltages greater than the HP 44712A voltage specifications.

The HP 44712A has overvoltage protection circuitry which opens the isolation relays when voltages greater than ±12 V peak are detected on the backplane. The isolation relays are also opened when ribbon cable operation is used.

**Terminal Module**

The terminal module contains 48 terminals to connect field wiring. As factory configured, there is a protection resistor in series with the common LOW terminals.

**Channel Definitions**

Table 3-1 shows the channel definitions for the HP 44712A. If you use high-level commands (such as CONFMEAS and MEAS) to program the HP 44712A, you need to specify only the measurement channels since CONFMEAS or MEAS automatically closes the proper channels and switches for the measurement selected.

However, if you use low-level commands such as CLOSE, you will need to specify the switches to be closed. For example, to make voltage measurements on channel 0, you will need to close the measurement channel (channel 0), the isolation relay (channel 90), and the Sense Bus tree switch (channel 92). Or, to make 2-wire ohms measurements on channel 0, close the Sense Bus and Source Bus tree switches (channel 93) and the measurement channel (channel 0).
### Table 3-1. HP 44712A Channel Definitions

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Channel</th>
<th>Definitions</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>0 - 11</td>
<td>Bank A Switches</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12 - 23</td>
<td>Bank B Switches</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>90</td>
<td>Isolation Relays</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>91</td>
<td>Source Bus Tree Switch (Bank A or Bank B)*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>92</td>
<td>Source Bus Tree Switch (Bank A or Bank B)*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>93</td>
<td>2-Wire Ohms Configuration</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>94</td>
<td>4-Wire Ohms Configuration</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Notes:

* = The Source or Sense Bus is connected to Bank A if a channel from 0 through 11 is selected. The Source or Sense Bus is connected to Bank B if a channel from 12 through 23 is selected.

### Field Wiring Connections

This section shows typical field wiring connections to the HP 44712A terminal module for voltage measurements.

#### Terminal Module Connections

Figure 3-2 shows the HP 44712A terminal module with the cover removed. Each of the 48 channels has a HIGH terminal (numbered 0 through 47). There are 24 LOW terminals. All LOW channels are common to one another and to chassis ground.

When connecting field wiring to the terminal module, route the wires under the strain relief clamp and tighten the clamp screw to reduce the chance of wires being pulled out of the terminal connectors. If the clamp screw is loosened far enough, the strain relief clamp can be rotated to make it easier to route the wiring.

When connecting components such as resistors, the lead length may be too short to route through the strain relief clamp. In this case, the components will have to be stored inside the terminal module. When connecting these components, make sure that no leads are shorted together and bend the leads to allow the terminal module cover to be replaced.

The HP 44712A can switch signals for up to 48 single-ended DC or AC voltage measurements. Figure 3-3 shows typical voltage measurement connections to channel 0.

### NOTE

Because the high ON resistance of the FET switches (approximately 3 kΩ) limits the accuracy of 2-wire ohms measurements, resistance measurements are not recommended for the HP 44712A.
Since shielded, twisted-pair cable reduces measurement noise, shielded cable is required for measurements with an HP 44702A/B and HP 44704A voltmeter and is highly recommended for measurements with the HP 44701A voltmeter. For the HP 44702A/B or HP 44704A voltmeter connect an external resistor (R) between V0 LO and the shield, as shown in Figure 3-3.
VOLTAGE MEASUREMENTS

HP 44712A TERMINAL MODULE

Notes:

[1] = Shielded cable is required for HP 44702A/B and HP 44704A measurements and is highly recommended for HP 44701A measurements.

[2] = For HP 44701A measurement, make a direct connection from the shield to VO LO.

Figure 3-3. HP 44712A Voltage Connections
Installation and Checkout

This section shows how to check identity, verify field wiring connections, and read channel states of an HP 44712A.

NOTE
For ribbon cable operation, the cable must be connected between the HP 44712A and the HP 44702A/B or HP 44704A voltmeter. For backplane operation, the ribbon cable must NOT be connected. Refer to the HP 3852A Mainframe Configuration and Programming Manual to connect or disconnect the ribbon cable.

Check HP 44712A ID

When you have connected field wiring to the terminal module, replace the terminal module cover and install the HP 44712A in the desired mainframe or extender slot. Refer to the HP 3852A Mainframe Configuration and Programming Manual to connect the terminal module to the component module and to install the HP 44712A.

Then, use ID? to check the HP 44712A ID. At power-on, an HP 44712A returns 44712. An HP 44712A component module only (no terminal module attached) returns 447XXX. (If the terminal module is removed after power-on, the accessory still returns 44712.)

If the multiplexer does not return 44712 be sure you have addressed the correct slot and the terminal module is installed. If these are correct but the correct ID code is not returned, refer to the HP 3852A Assembly Level Service Manual for service procedures.

Example: Checking Accessory ID

This program queries the identity of an accessory in slot 5 of the mainframe. An HP 44712A in this slot returns 44712A.

```
10 OUTPUT 709;"ID? 500"  / Query ID in mainframe slot 5
20 ENTER 709;A$           / Enter ID
30 PRINT A$               / Display ID
40 END
```
Verify Wiring Connections

To verify that field wiring has been properly connected to the terminal module, you can send MONMEAS (Monitor/Measure) from the mainframe front panel or from a controller. MONMEAS can be used to check DC voltage or resistance connections.

Example: Checking Wiring Connections

This program uses MONMEAS to verify wiring connections to channels 500 through 547 of an HP 44712A. CONF configures the voltmeter in slot 6 for DC voltage measurements.

The 48 channels are scanned and measured one at a time starting with channel 500. Press the SADV KEY key on the mainframe front panel to advance the scan to the next channel. When the scan is advanced past the last channel (channel 547), the scan stops and the last measurement remains on the display.

10 OUTPUT 709;"USE 609"  // Use voltmeter in mainframe slot 6
20 OUTPUT 709;"CONF DCV"  // Set DC volts function on voltmeter
30 OUTPUT 709;"MONMEAS DCV,500-547"  // Monitor/measure ch 500 through 523
40 END

Read Channel State

CLOSE? can be used to determine the state of HP 44712A channels. This command returns a 0, 1, 2, 3, or 4 as shown in Table 3-2 for each channel queried. (CLOSE? returns only 0 (open) or 1 (closed) for the state of the isolation relays and the tree switches.)

Table 3-2. Values Returned by CLOSE?

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Value Returned*</th>
<th>Channel State</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>0</td>
<td>Channel Open</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>Channel Closed - not connected to a bus</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>Channel Closed - connected to Sense Bus</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>Channel Closed - connected to Source Bus</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>Channel Closed - connected to both buses</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Note:
* = Only 0 (open) or 1 (closed) is returned for isolation relays (channel 90) and tree switches (channel 91 or 92).
Example: Reading Channel State

This program uses CLOSE? to check the state of channels 500 through 504 on an HP 44712A. RST (reset) resets the multiplexer to its power-on state with all channels open. CLOSE closes channel 503, the isolation relays (channel 590), and the Sense Bus tree switch (channel 592). OPEN opens the channel, the isolation relay, and the tree switch.

10 OUTPUT 709;"RST 500" ! Open all chs
20 INTEGER State(0:4)
30 OUTPUT 709;"CLOSE 503,590,592" ! Define controller array
40 OUTPUT 709;"CLOSE? 500-504" ! Close ch 503, iso relay, tree switch
50 ENTER 709;State(*)
60 PRINT State(*) ! Query state of chs 500 through 504
70 OUTPUT 709;"OPEN 503,590,592" ! Enter channel states
80 END

Since channel 503 was the only channel closed and was connected to the Sense Bus tree switch, a typical return is:

0 0 0 2 0
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Chapter Contents

This chapter shows how to configure the HP 44713A and HP 44713B multiplexer. The HP 44713B provides reduced settling time for use with the HP 44704A High-Speed Voltmeter's high resolution modes. Otherwise, the A and B versions of the HP 44713 are identical. The chapter contains a block diagram description of the HP 44713A/B, shows how to configure the terminal module, and shows how to connect field wiring to the terminal module.

When you have configured the HP 44713A/B, refer to Chapter 5 - Programming the Multiplexers to program the multiplexer for voltage, current, or thermocouple measurements.

Block Diagram Description

The HP 44713A/B consists of a 24-channel terminal module and a component module as shown in Figure 4-1. Field wiring from application sensors connects to the terminal module and signals are sent to switches on the component module.

An isothermal connector block on the terminal module provides the reference junction for thermocouple measurements. A thermistor on the block is used to measure the reference temperature. The HP 3852A uses software compensation to compensate for the reference temperature when making thermocouple measurements.

Component Module

The component module consists of 28 switches divided into two categories: tree switches and bank switches. Each switch consists of two Field Effect Transistors (FET), one each for HIGH and LOW input lines. There are 24 bank switches, divided into two banks: Bank A (channels 0 through 11) and Bank B (channels 12 through 23).
NOTE
Only one channel per bank can be closed at a time. Closing a second channel in a bank will open any previously closed channel in that bank.

Figure 4-1. HP 44713A/B Block Diagram

4-2 Configuring the HP 44713A/B
The component module contains two types of tree switches: Source Bus and Sense Bus. Each bank has a Source Bus tree switch and a Sense Bus tree switch. The tree switches determine signal flow to and from the mainframe backplane or to the HP 44702A/B and HP 44704A High-Speed Voltmeter interface bus. Tree switches also isolate unused bank switches from the backplane and from the high speed interface bus.

Sense Bus tree switches provide connections to the backplane or to the HP 44702A/B and HP 44704A interface bus for voltage measurements. Source Bus tree switches provide backplane connections to the HP 44701A, HP 44702A/B, or HP 44704A voltmeter current sources (+I and −I) for resistance measurements. Source Bus tree switches also provide connections to the HP 44702A/B and HP 44704A current sources (+I and −I) via the high speed voltmeter interface bus for resistance measurements.

---

**NOTE**

*Two tree switches of the same type cannot be used simultaneously (e.g., only one of the two Sense Bus tree switches can be closed at a time). Closing a second tree switch will open any previously closed tree switch of the same type.*

---

The component module has two isolation relays which allow the HP 44713A/B to be isolated from the mainframe backplane. Isolation relays can be used to reduce leakage currents on the backplane or when using the backplane at voltages greater than the ±10.24 V peak limitation of the HP 44713A/B.

Isolation relays are automatically opened when voltages greater than ±12 volts peak are detected on the backplane or when the HP 44713A/B is used with an HP High-Speed Voltmeter (HP 44702A/B or HP 44704A) in ribbon cable mode.

**Terminal Module**

The terminal module contains 24 channels of terminal connectors for field wiring, a COMMON terminal and an isothermal block with a 5 kΩ thermistor (RT1) which is used to measure the isothermal temperature (the reference temperature).

The bank switch terminals are connected together on the terminal to form the COMMON terminal. The COMMON terminals can be used to connect an external monitoring device for diagnostic purposes. As factory configured, there are 10 kΩ current limiting resistors in series with the channel input lines and with the COMMON output lines.
Channel Definitions

Table 4-1 shows channel definitions for the HP 44713A/B. If you use high-level commands (such as CONFMEAS or MEAS) to close channels, the high-level command automatically closes the proper channels and switches for the measurement selected. However, if you use low-level commands such as CLOSE for measurements, you will need to specify the switches to be closed.

For example, to make voltage measurements on channel 0, you will need to close the Sense Bus tree switch (channel 92), the isolation relay (channel 90), and the measurement channel (channel 0).

To make 2-wire ohms resistance measurements, you can close the Sense Bus and Source Bus tree switches, the isolation relay, and the measurement channel or you can close the isolation relays, channel 93, and the measurement channel.

**NOTE**

*Due to high ON resistance of the FETs (about 3 kΩ), 2-wire ohms measurements are recommended ONLY for open thermocouple detection.*

For example, to make 2-wire ohms measurements on channel 0, you can close the Source Bus tree switch (channel 91), the Sense Bus tree switch (channel 92), the isolation relays (channel 90), and the measurement channel (channel 0). Or, you can close the isolation relay (channel 90), the Source and Sense Bus Tree Switch to Channels (channel 94), and the measurement channel (channel 0).

To measure the reference temperature (by measuring the thermistor on the isothermal block), close the isolation relays (channel 90) and the Source and Sense Bus tree switches to the thermistor (channel 94).
Table 4-1. HP 44713A/B Channel Definitions

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Channel</th>
<th>Definitions</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>0 - 11</td>
<td>Bank A Switches</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12 - 23</td>
<td>Bank B Switches</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>90</td>
<td>Isolation Relays</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>91</td>
<td>Source Bus Tree Switch (Bank A or Bank B)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>92</td>
<td>Sense Bus Tree Switch (Bank A or Bank B)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>93</td>
<td>2-Wire Ohms Configuration</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>94</td>
<td>4-Wire Ohms Configuration</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Notes:
* = The Source or Sense Bus is connected to Bank A if a channel from 0 through 11 is selected. The Source or Sense Bus is connected to Bank B if a channel from 12 through 23 is selected.

Terminal Module Configuration

This section shows how to install attenuators and low-pass filters on the HP 44713A/B terminal module for input signal conditioning and shows how to install resistors on the terminal module for current sensing applications. Figure 4-2 shows typical configurations for attenuators, low-pass filters, and current sensing.

Installing Attenuators

As required, you can install attenuators in each channel to reduce input signals to a usable level. Figure 4-2 shows how to install an attenuator on channel 20 of the terminal module. To install the attenuator, remove the SERIES JM40 and SERIES JM41 jumpers and install resistors R1 and R3 in their places. Then, install resistor R2 in the SHUNT UC20 position. To maintain the best common mode noise rejection, use R1 = R3. Attenuation is:

\[ V_{out} = V_{in} \left( \frac{R2}{R1 + R2 + R3} \right) \]

Installing Low-Pass Filters

As required, you can also install low-pass filters for input signal conditioning on each channel. Figure 4-2 shows how to install a low-pass filter on channel 11 of the terminal module. To install the low-pass filter, remove the SERIES JM22 and SERIES JM23 jumpers and install resistors R1 and R2 in their places. Then, install capacitor C in the SHUNT UC11 position. To maintain best common mode noise rejection, use R1 = R2. The filter time constant is:

\[ T_f = C(R1 + R2) \]

Current Sensing

The HP 44713A/B uses current sensing to make current measurements. When making a current sensing measurement, the voltage across a shunt resistor is measured and the current is calculated by the controller using the measured voltage and the shunt resistance value.
Figure 4-2. HP 44713A/B Terminal Module Configuration
Figure 4-2 shows how to configure channel 0 for current sensing measurements. In Figure 4-2, a 250 Ω shunt resistor (R0) is installed in the shunt position (SHUNT UCO) for channel 0 on the terminal module. Note that the SERIES JM jumper (JM0 in this example) MUST be in place on each channel used for current measurements.

Field Wiring Connections

When the terminal module is configured, the next step is to connect field wiring from your application to the terminal module. This section shows example field wiring connections to the HP 44713A/B terminal module for voltage, resistance, or temperature measurements.

Terminal Module Connections

Figure 4-3 shows the HP 44713A/B terminal module with the cover removed. Each of the 24 channels has a HIGH, LOW, and SHIELD terminal. Terminals 0 through 11 in Bank A are for channels 0 through 11 respectively. Terminals 12 through 23 in Bank B are for channels 12 through 23 respectively.

When connecting field wiring to the terminal module, route the wires under the strain relief clamp and tighten the clamp screw to reduce the chance of wires being pulled out of the terminal connectors. If the clamp screw is loosened far enough, the strain relief clamp can be rotated to make it easier to route the wiring.

When connecting components such as resistors, the lead length may be too short to route through the strain relief clamp. In this case, the components will have to be stored inside the terminal module. When connecting these components, make sure that no leads are shorted together and bend the leads to allow the terminal module cover to be replaced.

Voltage Measurements Connections

Figure 4-4 shows typical voltage measurement connections to channel 0 on the terminal module. Note that shielded cable is required for measurements with the HP 44702A/B and HP 44704A voltmeters and is highly recommended for measurements with the HP 44701A voltmeter. For the HP 44702A/B or HP 44704A voltmeter, connect an external resistor (R) between V0 LO and the shield, as shown in Figure 4-4.
Thermocouple Measurement Connections

A primary function of the HP 44713A/B is to make temperature measurements using thermocouples. Since the channels on the HP 44713A/B can be independently configured and software compensation is used, any mixture of thermocouple types can be measured using the HP 44713A/B.

Although the HP 3852A temperature conversions support only B, E, J, K, N14, N28, R, S, and T type thermocouples, you can measure other thermocouples by using your own temperature linearization program. Before connecting thermocouples to the terminal module, refer to Table 4-2 for connection guidelines.
Voltage Measurements

HP44713A/B TERMINAL MODULE

Notes:

[1] = Shielded cable is required for HP 44702A/B and HP 44704A measurements and is highly recommended for HP 44701A measurements.

[2] = For HP 44701A measurements, make a direct connection from the shield to VO LO.

[3] = If shield cable is not used (HP 44701A measurements only), connect separate lead from channel 0 SHIELD to VO LO.

Figure 4-4. HP 44713A/B Voltage Connections
Table 4-2. Thermocouple Connection Guidelines

1. Use the largest thermocouple wire possible that will not shunt significant heat away from the measurement area.
2. Use thermocouple wire that is well within its rating.
3. Avoid mechanical stress and vibration that could strain the thermocouple wires.
4. For long runs, use a shielded, twisted-pair thermocouple extension cable and connect the shield to the SHIELD terminal on the terminal module.
5. Avoid steep temperature gradients.
6. In hostile environments, use proper sheathing material to reduce adverse effects on thermocouple wires.

See Figure 4-5 for example thermocouple (TC0) connections to channel 0. Connect the negative metal lead (red lead) to channel 0 LOW and connect the positive metal lead to channel 0 HIGH. If high common mode noise rejection is required, connect the shield lead from the thermocouple to channel 0 SHIELD.

Installation/Checkout

This section shows how to check identity, verify field wiring connections, and read channel states of an HP 44713A/B.

NOTE

For ribbon cable operation, the cable must be connected between the HP 44713A/B and the HP 44702A/B or HP 44704A voltmeter. For backplane operation, the ribbon cable must NOT be connected. Refer to the HP 3852A Mainframe Configuration and Programming Manual to connect or disconnect the ribbon cable.

Check HP 44713A/B ID

When you have connected field wiring to the terminal module, replace the terminal module cover and install the HP 44713A/B in the desired mainframe or extender slot. Refer to the HP 3852A Mainframe Configuration and Programming Manual to connect the terminal module to the component module and to install the HP 44713A/B.

Then, use ID? to check the HP 44713A/B ID. At power-on, an HP 44713A/B returns 44713. An HP 44713A/B component module only (no terminal module attached) returns 447XXX. (If the terminal module is removed after power-on, the accessory still returns 44713.)
Figure 4-5. HP 44713A/B Thermocouple Connections
If the multiplexer does not return 44713 be sure you have addressed the
correct slot and the terminal module is installed. If these are correct but the
correct ID code is not returned, refer to the HP 3852A Assembly Level
Service Manual for service procedures.

Example: Checking Accessory ID

This program queries the identity of an accessory in slot 5 of the mainframe.
An HP 44713A/B in this slot returns 44713A.

10 OUTPUT 709,"ID? 500"
20 ENTER 709,AS
30 PRINT AS
40 END

Verify Wiring Connections

To verify that field wiring has been properly connected to the terminal
module, you can send MONMEAS (Monitor/Measure) from the mainframe
front panel or from a controller. MONMEAS can be used to check DC
voltage or resistance connections.

Example: Checking Wiring Connections

This program uses MONMEAS to verify wiring connections to channels 500
through 523 of an HP 44713A. CONF configures the voltmeter in slot 6 for
DC voltage measurements.

The 24 channels are scanned and measured one at a time starting with channel
500. Press the SADV KEY key on the mainframe front panel to advance the
scan to the next channel. When the scan is advanced past the last channel
(channel 523), the scan stops and the last measurement remains on the display.

10 OUTPUT 709,"USE 600"
20 OUTPUT 709,"CONF DCV"
30 OUTPUT 709,"MONMEAS DCV,500-523"
40 END

Read Channel State

CLOSE? can be used to determine the state of HP 44713A/B channels. This
command returns a 0, 1, 2, 3, or 4 as shown in Table 4-3 for each channel
queried. (CLOSE? returns only 0 (open) or 1 (closed) for the state of the
isolation relays and the tree switches.)
Table 4-3. Values Returned by CLOSE?

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Value Returned*</th>
<th>Channel State</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>0</td>
<td>Channel Open</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>Channel Closed - not connected to a bus</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>Channel Closed - connected to Sense Bus</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>Channel Closed - connected to Source Bus</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>Channel Closed - connected to both buses</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Note:
* = Only 0 (open) or 1 (closed) is returned for isolation relays (channel 90) and tree switches (channel 91 or 92).

Example: Reading Channel State

This program uses CLOSE? to check the state of channels 500 through 504 on an HP 44713A. RST (reset) resets the multiplexer to its power-on state with all channels open. CLOSE closes channel 503, the isolation relays (channel 590), and the Sense Bus tree switch (channel 592). OPEN opens the channel, the isolation relay, and the tree switch.

10 OUTPUT 709;"RST 500"  ! Open all chs
20 INTEGER State(0:4)   ! Define controller array
30 OUTPUT 709;"CLOSE 503,590,592"  ! Close ch 503, iso relay, tree switch
40 OUTPUT 709;"CLOSE? 500-504"  ! Query state of chs 500 through 504
50 ENTER 709;State(*)  ! Enter channel states
60 PRINT State(*)        ! Display channel states
70 OUTPUT 709;"OPEN 503,590,592"  ! Open ch 503, iso relay, tree switch
80 END

Since channel 503 was the only channel closed and was connected to the Sense Bus tree switch, a typical return is:

0 0 0 2 0
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Programming Overview

This chapter shows how to program the HP 44711A/B, HP 44712A, or HP 44713A/B multiplexer for voltage, current, resistance, or temperature measurements, as applicable. The chapter has two sections:

- **Programming Overview** includes an overview of the chapter contents, summarizes HP 44711A/B/44712A/44713A/B commands, and lists the titles of the example programs in the chapter.

- **Making Measurements** shows how to make voltage, current, resistance, or temperature measurements with an HP 44701A Integrating Voltmeter or with an HP 44702A/B or HP 44704A High-Speed Voltmeter.

Command Summary

Table 5-1 is an alphabetical listing of commands which apply to the HP 44711A/B, HP 44712A, and HP 44713A/B. Refer to the HP 3852A Command Reference Manual for a complete description of these commands.
## Table 5-1. Command Summary

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Command</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>CLOSE ch_list</strong></td>
<td>Closes a single multiplexer channel or a list of channels specified by ch_list</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>CLOSE? ch_list [INTO name] or [fmt]</strong></td>
<td>Queries the state of the channels specified by ch_list</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>CLWRITE [ribbon_bus] ch_list [RANGE range_list] [USE ch]</strong></td>
<td>Sets channel and range lists to be scanned and used by the High-Speed Voltmeter.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>CONF function [USE ch]</strong></td>
<td>Configure the voltmeter measurement function specified by function.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>CONFMEAS function ch_list [NSCAN number][USE ch] [INTO name] or [fmt]</strong></td>
<td>Configure the voltmeter and measures a function specified by function on the multiplexer channels specified by ch_list. (NSCAN is valid only for mainframe firmware revision 2.2 and greater.)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>ID? [slot]</strong></td>
<td>Returns the identity of the accessory in the slot addressed by slot.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>MEAS function ch_list [NSCAN number] [USE ch] [INTO name] or [fmt]</strong></td>
<td>Monitors and measures a function specified by function on the channels specified by ch_list. This command is useful to check wiring connections to the terminal module.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>MONMEAS function ch_list [USE ch]</strong></td>
<td>Opens a multiplexer channel or list of channels specified by ch_list. This command is used to open channels and place them in a safe state after measurements have been made.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>RST [slot]</strong></td>
<td>Resets the accessory in the slot specified by slot to its power-on state.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

## Example Program Titles

Table 5-2 lists the titles of the example programs in this chapter. Unless noted, all examples apply to either backplane operation or to ribbon cable operation.

When "ribbon cable only" is specified, the example applies ONLY to measurements with the HP 44702A/B or HP 44704A High-Speed Voltmeter in Scanner Mode with the ribbon cable connected. For ribbon cable measurements, the HP 44702A/B or HP 44704A must be set for Scanner Mode (SCANMODE ON), the ribbon cable between the multiplexer and the HP 44702A/B or HP 44704A must be connected, and TERM RIBBON must be set.
When "backplane only" is specified, the example applies to measurements with the HP 44701A Integrating Voltmeter, or the HP 44702A/B or HP 44704A High-Speed Voltmeter when the input is via the mainframe backplane. For backplane measurements with the HP 44702A/B or HP 44704A, the ribbon cable must NOT be connected.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Title</th>
<th>Description</th>
<th>Multiplexers</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Voltage Measurements</td>
<td>Measure 24 voltages using CONFMEAS.</td>
<td>HP 44711A/B, HP 44713A/B</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Voltage Measurements</td>
<td>Measure 9 voltages using CLWRITE. (ribbon cable only)</td>
<td>HP 44711A/B, HP 44713A/B</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Voltage Measurements</td>
<td>Measure a voltage using CLOSE (backplane only).</td>
<td>HP 44711A/B, HP 44713A/B</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Single-Ended Voltage Measurements</td>
<td>Measure 48 voltages using CONFMEAS.</td>
<td>HP 44712A</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DC Current Measurements</td>
<td>Make a DC current sensing measurement using CONFMEAS.</td>
<td>HP 44711A/B, HP 44713A/B</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Resistance Measurements</td>
<td>Measure 24 resistances using 4-wire ohms and CONFMEAS.</td>
<td>HP 44711A/B</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4-Wire Ohms Measurements</td>
<td>Measure 9 resistances using 4-wire ohms and CLWRITE (ribbon cable only).</td>
<td>HP 44711A/B</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4-Wire Ohms Measurements</td>
<td>Measure a resistance using 4-wire ohms and CLOSE (backplane only).</td>
<td>HP 44711A/B</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RTD Measurements</td>
<td>Measure temperature using an RTD and CONFMEAS.</td>
<td>HP 44711A/B</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Thermocouple Measurements</td>
<td>Make 20 temperature measurements using J-type thermocouples and CONFMEAS.</td>
<td>HP 44713A/B</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Isothermal Block Reference Temperature</td>
<td>Measure the isothermal block (reference) temperature of an HP 44713A/B using CONFMEAS.</td>
<td>HP 44713A/B</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Making Measurements**

This section shows how to make voltage, current, resistance, or temperature measurements using an HP 44711A/B, HP 44712A, or HP 44713A/B multiplexer with an HP 44701A, an HP 44702A/B, or an HP 44704A voltmeter. Refer to Table 5-2 for a list of example program titles.
All example programs in this section use a multiplexer in slot 5 of the mainframe and an HP 44701A voltmeter in slot 6 or an HP 44702A/B or HP 44704A High-Speed Voltmeter in slots 6 and 7 (programming address 600) of the mainframe.

In general, program examples show how to make measurements with the HP 44702A/B or HP 44704A voltmeter in Scanner Mode (SCANMODE ON) with the ribbon cable connected from the HP 44702A/B or HP 44704A to the multiplexer.

---

**NOTE**

The HP 44704A High-Speed Voltmeter in its default 13 bit resolution mode (RESOL 13) can be substituted for the HP 44702A/B in all examples.

---

To modify the programs for measurements with the HP 44702A/B or HP 44704A in System Mode, change "SCANMODE ON" to "SCANMODE OFF" and disconnect the ribbon cable. To modify the programs for measurements with the HP 44701A voltmeter, delete the line containing "SCANMODE ON" and disconnect the ribbon cable.

---

**NOTE**

1. When a program example is labeled "ribbon cable only", the measurement can be done only with an HP High-Speed Voltmeter in the Scanner Mode with the ribbon cable connected and TERM RIBBON set. CLOSE, CLOSE?, and OPEN commands will not work for ribbon cable measurements.

2. When a program example is labeled "backplane only", the ribbon cable must NOT be connected and TERM BOTH (HP 44701A) or TERM INT (HP High-Speed Voltmeter) must be set. The CLWRITE command does not apply to backplane measurements.

---

**Voltage Measurements**

Four examples to measure DC voltages on an HP 44711A/B, HP 44712A, or HP 44713A/B follow. The first example uses CONFMEAS for 24 voltage measurements; the second uses CONF and CLWRITE (ribbon cable measurements only) to take 9 voltage measurements; the third uses CLOSE (backplane measurements only) to measure a single channel; and the fourth uses CONFMEAS for 48 single-ended voltage measurements.

**Example: Voltage Measurements Using CONFMEAS**

This program measures DC voltages connected to channels 500 through 523 of an HP 44711A or HP 44713A using an HP 44702A/B in Scanner Mode. See
Figure 2-4 for typical connections to the HP 44711A/B. See Figure 4-4 for
typical connections to the HP 44713A/B.

In line 40, CONMEAS DCV,500-523 configures the voltmeter for DC
voltage measurements and measures each of the 24 channels once. Since
Scanner Mode is set (SCANMODE ON in line 30), CONMEAS also sets
TERM RIBBON.

```
10 DIM Volts[0:23]  // Define controller array
20 OUTPUT 709;"USE 600"  // Use voltmeter in mainframe slot 6
30 OUTPUT 709;"SCANMODE ON"  // Set Scanner Mode
40 OUTPUT 709;"CONMEAS DCV,500-523"  // Set DC volts, meas ch 500-523
50 ENTER 709;Volts(*)  // Enter 24 readings
60 PRINT USING *,Volts(*)  // Display 24 readings
70 END
```

For a set of 5 V 5% inputs, a typical return is:

```
4.993
4.993
4.993
24 readings

4.994
```

Example: Voltage Measurement Using CLWRITE

Ribbon Cable Only

This program measures DC voltages connected to channels 500-502 of an
HP 44711A or HP 44713A using an HP 44702A/B. See Figure 2-4 for typical
connections to the HP 44711A/B. See Figure 4-4 for typical connections to
the HP 44713A/B.

In lines 60 - 90, RDGSMODE COMPLETE trims the data in the voltmeter
buffer to that generated by two prescans plus one postscan (as set by
PRESCAN 2 and POSTSCAN 1). CLWRITE SENSE,500-502 sets the ribbon
cable interface for DC voltage measurements and specifies channels 500
through 502 as the channels in the channel list.

In lines 100 - 120, STTRIG EXT0 sets the Stop trigger source to the EXT0
port, STSLOPE HL sets the slope of the input to high-to-low, and SCTRIG
INT sets the Scan trigger source to internal.

When SCTRIG INT is executed, the voltmeter makes continuous passes
through channels 500 through 502 until a low-going pulse is input to the
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EXT0 port and the Stop Trigger occurs. The voltmeter then makes one postscan pass and halts.

In line 130, XRDGS transfers 9 readings (2 prescans + 1 postscan pass of three channels). Since RDGSMODE COMPLETE is set, the readings transferred are from the last two prescans before the Stop Trigger occurs plus the readings from the single postscan. For example, if 8 prescans occurred before the Stop Trigger, the 3 readings from prescans #7 and #8 plus the 3 readings from postscan #1 are transferred by XRDGS.

10 DIM Volts(0:8)  ! Dimension controller array
20 OUTPUT 709;"RST 600"  ! Reset HP 44702A/B
30 OUTPUT 709;"USE 600"  ! Use voltmeter in mainframe slot 6
40 OUTPUT 709;"SCANMODE ON".  ! Set Scanner Mode
50 OUTPUT 709;"CONF DCV"  ! Set DC volts
60 OUTPUT 709;"RDGSMODE COMPLETE"  ! Trim to 2 prescans + 1 postscan
70 OUTPUT 709;"CLWRITE SENSE,500-502"  ! Set ribbon cable to DC volts
80 OUTPUT 709;"PRESCAN 2"  ! Set 2 prescans
90 OUTPUT 709;"POSTSCAN 1"  ! Set 1 postscan
100 OUTPUT 709;"STTRIG EXT0"  ! Set EXT0 port as Stop Trig source
110 OUTPUT 709;"STSTROKE HL"  ! Set Stop Trig slope for HL
120 OUTPUT 709;"STTRIG INT"  ! Set Scan Trig source to internal
130 OUTPUT 709;"XRDSM 600"  ! Transfer 9 readings
140 ENTER 709;Volts(*)  ! Enter 9 readings
150 PRINT USING "K,;Vols(*)"  ! Display 9 readings
160 END

For a set of 9 V 5V% voltage sources connected to channels 500-502, a typical return (values in Volts) follows. The return assumes k prescan passes before the Stop Trigger (low-going pulse into EXT0) occurred.

\[ \begin{array}{c}
8.933 \\
9.001 \\
8.996 \\
8.998 \\
8.999 \\
9.002 \\
9.001 \\
8.998 \\
9.002 \\
\end{array} \]

\textbf{Prescan k-1}

\textbf{Prescan k}

\textbf{Postscan 1}

\textbf{Example: Voltage Measurements Using CLOSE}

\textbf{Backplane Only}

This program uses CLOSE to measure the voltage connected to channel 500 of an HP 44711A or HP 44713A using an HP 44702A/B voltmeter in System
Mode (SCANMODE OFF). See Figure 2-4 for typical connections to the HP 44711A/B. See Figure 4-4 for typical connections to the HP 44713A/B.

CAUTION

The CLOSE command does not close channels in a break-before-make fashion. Therefore, the command can cause damage to the multiplexer accessory (relay or FET) and external system if it is used to force one channel open by closing another. This applies to channels in the same bank, in separate banks tied together by tree relays, and to the relays themselves.

Before a channel is closed with the CLOSE command, use the OPEN command to open the channel that is currently closed. This prevents any two channels from being closed at the same time and reduces the risk of damaging your equipment.

NOTE

CLOSE is a low-level command intended for individual switch control in special signal routing applications. It is not the easiest way to do routine measurements since the tree switches and the isolation relays are not automatically configured as with the high-level commands.

In the program, CLOSE closes the measurement channel (channel 500), the Sense Bus tree switch (channel 592), and the isolation relays (channel 590) on the HP 44711A or HP 44713A. CONF configures the voltmeter for DC voltage measurements, TRIG triggers the voltmeter to take a single measurement, and CHREAD sends the reading from the voltmeter to the output buffer. OPEN opens the channel, the isolation relays, and the Sense Bus tree switch after the measurement has been taken.

NOTE

To use the program for an AC voltage measurement with the HP 44701A voltmeter, substitute the following line for line 30:

30 OUTPUT 709,"CONF ACV"
10 OUTPUT 709;"USE 600"
20 OUTPUT 709;"CLOSE 500,590,592"
30 OUTPUT 709;"CONF DCV"
40 OUTPUT 709;"TRIG SGL"
50 OUTPUT 709;"CHREAD 600"
60 ENTER 709;A
70 PRINT A
80 OUTPUT 709;"OPEN 500,590,592"
90 END

A typical return from a 5V 5% input is:

4.987

Example: Single-Ended Voltage Measurements

This program uses CONFMEAS to measure DC voltages connected to channels 500 through 547 of an HP 44712A using an HP 44702A/B in Scanner Mode. See Figure 3-3 for typical connections to the HP 44712A.

In line 40, CONFMEAS DCV,500-547 configures the voltmeter for DC voltage measurements and measures each of the 48 channels once. Since Scanner Mode is set (SCANMODE ON in line 30), CONFMEAS also sets TERM RIBBON.

10 DIM Volts(0:47)
20 OUTPUT 709;"USE 600"
30 OUTPUT 709;"SCANMODE ON"
40 OUTPUT 709;"CONFMEAS DCV,500-547"
50 ENTER 709;Volts(*)
60 PRINT USING "K/,;Volts(*)
70 END

For a set of 9 V 5V% inputs, a typical return is:

8.93
8.995
.
.
.
8.974

48 readings

Current Measurements

An example follows to show how to program the HP 44711A/B or HP 44713A/B for DC current measurements.
NOTE

Current sensing measurements are not recommended when making temperature measurements on the same HP 44713A/B terminal module since the heat produced by the shunt resistor may affect the accuracy of the temperature measurements.

Example: DC Current Measurements

This program uses CONFMEAS to measure DC voltage across a 250 Ω shunt resistor on channel 500 of an HP 44711A or HP 44713A using an HP 44702A/B in System Mode. CONFMEAS configures the voltmeter for DC voltage measurements and measures the channel once.

The equivalent current value is computed in the controller by using Current = Volts/250 (line 40). See Figure 2-2 to install a shunt resistor on the HP 44711A/B terminal module. See Figure 4-2 to install a shunt resistor on the HP 44713A/B terminal module.

10 OUTPUT 709;"USE 600" ! Use voltmeter in mainframe slot 6
20 OUTPUT 709;"CONFMEAS DCV,500" ! Set DC volts, measure ch 500
30 ENTER 709;Volts ! Enter DC voltage value
40 PRINT Volts/250 ! Display DC current value = Volts/250
50 END

If a 250 Ω 5% resistor is used, a typical return from a current source which is outputting 10 mA (value in Amps) is:

0.0104

Resistance Measurements

Three examples follow to show how to make resistance measurements with an HP 44711A/B. The first example uses 4-wire ohms and CONFMEAS, the second uses 4-wire ohms and CLWRITE (ribbon cable measurement only), and the third uses 4-wire ohms and CLOSE (backplane measurements only).

Example: 4-Wire Ohms Measurements Using CONFMEAS

This program uses CONFMEAS to measure resistances connected to channels 500 through 523 of an HP 44711A using an HP 44702A/B in Scanner Mode. See Figure 2-5 for typical connections to the HP 44711A/B.
In line 40, CONFMEAS OHMF configures the voltmeter for 4-wire ohms measurements and measures each of the 24 channels once. Since Scanner Mode is set (SCANMODE ON in line 30), CONFMEAS also sets TERM RIBBON.

10 DIM Ohms(0:23) // Dimension controller array
20 OUTPUT 709;"USE 600" // Use voltmeter in mainframe slot 6
30 OUTPUT 709;"SCANMODE ON" // Set Scanner Mode
40 OUTPUT 709;"CONFMEAS OHMF,500-523" // Set 4-wire ohms, meas ch 500-523
50 ENTER 709;Ohms(*) // Enter 24 readings
60 PRINT USING "K,L:";Ohms(*) // Display 24 readings
70 END

For a set of 5 kΩ 5% resistors, a typical return (values in Ohms) is:

```
4928.34
5024.9
...
...
5006.38
```

24 readings

Example: 4-Wire Ohms Measurements Using CLWRITE

Ribbon Cable Only

This program measures resistances connected to channels 500-502 of an HP 44711A using an HP 44702A/B in Scanner Mode. See Figure 2-5 for typical connections to the HP 44711A/B.

In lines 60 - 90, RDGSMODE COMPLETE trims the data in the voltmeter buffer to that generated by two prescans plus one postscan (as set by PRESCAN 2 and POSTSCAN 1). CLWRITE SEP, 500-502 sets the ribbon cable interface for 4-wire ohms measurements and specifies channels 500 through 502 as the channels in the channel list.

In lines 100 - 120, STTRIG EXT0 sets the Stop Trigger source to the EXT0 port, STSLOPE HL sets the slope of the input to high-to-low, and SCTRIG INT sets the Scan Trigger source to internal.

When SCTRIG INT is executed, the voltmeter makes continuous passes through channels 500 through 502 until a low-going pulse is input to the EXT0 port and the Stop Trigger occurs. The voltmeter then makes one postscan pass and halts.
In line 130, XRDGS transfers 9 readings (2 prescans + 1 postscan pass for three channels). Since RDGSMODE COMPLETE is set, the readings transferred are from the last two prescans before the Stop Trigger occurs plus the readings from the postscan pass. For example, if 8 prescans occurred before the Stop Trigger, the data from prescans #7 and #8 plus the data from postscan #1 are transferred by XRDGS.

10 DIM Ohms(0:8)  // Dimension controller array
20 OUTPUT 709;"RST 600"  // Reset HP 44702A/B
30 OUTPUT 709;"USE 600"  // Use voltmeter in mainframe slot 6
40 OUTPUT 709;"SCANMODE ON"  // Set Scanner Mode
50 OUTPUT 709;"CONF OHMF"  // Set 4-wire ohms
60 OUTPUT 709;"RDGSMODE COMPLETE"  // Trim to 2 prescans + 1 postscan
70 OUTPUT 709;"CLWRITE SEP,500-502"  // Set ribbon cable to 4-wire ohms
80 OUTPUT 709;"PRESCAN 2"  // Set 2 prescans
90 OUTPUT 709;"POSTSCAN 1"  // Set 1 postscan
100 OUTPUT 709;"STRIG EXT0"  // Set EXT0 port as Stop Trigger source
110 OUTPUT 709;"STSLOPE HL"  // Set Stop Trig slope for HL
120 OUTPUT 709;"SCTRIG INT"  // Set Scan Trig source to internal
130 OUTPUT 709;"XRDGS 600"  // Transfer 9 readings
140 ENTER 709;Ohms(*)  // Enter 9 readings
150 PRINT USING "K,\%;Ohms(*)"  // Display 9 readings
160 END

For a set of 10 kΩ 5% resistors connected to channels 500-502, a typical return (values in Ohms) follows. The return assumes k prescan passes before the Stop Trigger (low-going pulse into EXT0) occurred.

Example: 4-Wire Ohms Measurements Using CLOSE

Backplane Only

This program makes a 4-wire ohms measurement of channel 500 of an HP 44711A using CLOSE and an HP 44702A/B in System Mode. See Figure 2-5 for typical connections to the HP 44711A/B.
CAUTION

The CLOSE command does not close channels in a break-before-make fashion. Therefore, the command can cause damage to the multiplexer accessory (relay or FET) and external system if it is used to force one channel open by closing another. This applies to channels in the same bank, in separate banks tied together by tree relays, and to the relays themselves.

Before a channel is closed with the CLOSE command, use the OPEN command to open the channel that is currently closed. This prevents any two channels from being closed at the same time and reduces the risk of damaging your equipment.

NOTE

CLOSE is a low-level command intended for individual switch control in special signal routing applications. It is not the easiest way to do routine measurements since the tree switches and the isolation relays are not automatically configured as with the high-level commands.

In the program, CLOSE closes the measurement channel (channel 500) and configures the HP 44711A for 4-wire ohms measurements (channel 594). CONF configures the voltmeter for 4-wire ohms measurements; TRIG triggers the voltmeter to take a single measurement; and CHREAD transfers the resistance value from the voltmeter to the output buffer. OPEN opens the channel and disconnects it from the backplane after the measurement has been taken.

10 OUTPUT 709,"USE 600"
20 OUTPUT 709,"CLOSE 500,590,594"
30 OUTPUT 709,"CONF OHMF"
40 OUTPUT 709,"TRIG SGL"
50 OUTPUT 709,"CHREAD 600"
60 ENTER 709;A
70 PRINT A
80 OUTPUT 709,"OPEN 500,590,594"
90 END

! Use voltmeter in mainframe slot 6
! Close ch 500, config for 4-wire ohms
! Config voltmeter for 4-wire ohms meas
! Trigger the voltmeter
! Transfer reading to output buffer
! Enter reading
! Display reading
! Open ch and tree switches

For a 10 kΩ 5V% resistor, a typical return (value in Ohms) is:

9999.98
Temperature Measurements

Three example programs to measure temperature follow. The first example shows how to program the HP 44711A/B for RTD measurements, the second example shows how to program the HP 44713A/B for thermocouple measurements, and the third example shows how to measure the isothermal block (reference temperature) on an HP 44713A/B.

Example: RTD Measurements

This program uses CONFMEAS to measure a Type 92 RTD connected to channel 500 of an HP 44711A using 4-wire ohms and an HP 44702A/B in Scanner Mode. See Figure 2-5 for typical connections to the HP 44711A/B.

In line 30, CONFMEAS RTD92,500 sets 4-wire ohms measurement of a Type 92 RTD and sets channel 500 as the Sense Channel. (The mainframe automatically configures channel 512 as the Source Channel.) Since Scanner Mode is set (SCANMODE ON in line 20), CONFMEAS also sets TERM RIBBON.

10 OUTPUT 709,"USE 600"       \ Use voltmeter in mainframe slot 6
20 OUTPUT 709,"SCANMODE ON"   \ Set Scanner Mode
30 OUTPUT 709,"CONFMEAS RTD92,500" \ Conf for type 92 RTD, meaus ch 500
40 ENTER 709,A           \ Enter temperature
50 PRINT A               \ Display temperature
60 END

A typical return value (in °C) for a Type 92 RTD at room temperature is:

24.54297

Example: Thermocouple Measurements

This program uses CONFMEAS to make temperature measurements of J-type thermocouples connected to channels 500 through 523 of an HP 44713A using an HP 44702A/B in Scanner Mode. See Figure 4-5 for typical connections to the HP 44713A/B.

In line 40, CONFMEAS TEMPJ.500-523 sets measurement of a J-type thermocouple and sets channels 500 through 523 as the channels to be scanned. Since Scanner Mode is set (SCANMODE ON in line 30), CONFMEAS also sets TERM RIBBON.
10 DIM Temp(0:23)  
20 OUTPUT 709;"USE 600"  
30 OUTPUT 709;"SCANMODE ON"  
40 OUTPUT 709;"CONFMEAS TEMP,500-523"  
50 ENTER 709;Temp(*)  
60 PRINT USING "K/;Temp(*)"  
70 END  

/ Define controller array  
/ Use voltmeter in mainframe slot 6  
/ Set Scanner Mode  
/ Conf for J-type t-couple, meas ch  
/ Enter 24 temperature readings  
/ Print readings  

For J-Type thermocouples at room temperature, a typical return (values in °C) is:  

24.542  
24.5415  
.  
.  
25.856  

24 readings  

Example: Isothermal Block Reference Temperature  

The HP 3852A linearization program supports B, E, J, K, N14, N28, R, S, and T type thermocouples. However, to use a different type of thermocouple for temperature measurements, you will need to measure the reference temperature (isothermal block temperature) to use in your own linearization program. This program shows how to measure the reference temperature of an HP 44713A in slot 5 using CONFMEAS and an HP 44702A/B in Scanner Mode.  

10 OUTPUT 709;"USE 600"  
20 OUTPUT 709;"SCANMODE ON"  
30 OUTPUT 709;"CONFMEAS RETF,500"  
40 ENTER 709:A  
50 PRINT A  
60 END  

/ Use voltmeter in mainframe slot 6  
/ Set Scanner Mode  
/ Meas ref temp in mainframe slot 5  
/ Enter reference temperature  
/ Display reference temperature  
/  

For an HP 44713A/B at room temperature, a typical return (value in °C) is:  

24.436
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